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Abstract—Side-channel analysis (SCA) is a technique to re-
cover secrets concealed in embedded systems. They exploit
unintentional physical leakage, such as the power consumption
or the radiated magnetic field. Since the initial publication of
the differential power analysis in 1998, the theoretical tools
to conduct SCAs have been much refined. Notably, through
adequate evaluation frameworks (typically that of F.-X. Standaert
et al. [10]), the attacks have been formally described in two
independent steps.

1) A partitioning of the side-channel observations, which de-
pends on the scenario (known/chosen plaintext/ciphertext),
on the algorithm (to explore the internal rounds by guessing
manageable parts of the secret), and on the implementation
(whether it is software or hardware, pipelined or unrolled,
protected or not, etc.)

2) A distinguisher that select the most relevant partitionings,
amongst all the secret hypotheses. The distinguisher is
basically a statistical tool, that aims at putting forward any
bias. They can be for instance a difference of means [6], a
covariance [4], a correlation (linear [1] or rank-based [5]),
a mutual information [2] or a variance [7], [9].

Some studies suggest that all distinguishers are equivalent asymp-
totically [8] (i.e. they are sound), and that they differ only
by statistically artifacts that are data-dependent. However, in
concrete operational cases, the goal is clearly to find some ways
to accelerate the attack, taking into account that the scarce
resource is the number of measurements. Some papers compare
some distinguishers between them, and conclude about their
difference of efficiency [9]. Interesting results [3] show that some
distinguishers are better for the first order success rate and that
others are better for the guessing entropy.

Nonetheless, few papers have tried to combine the distinguish-
ers to improve the attack. In this paper, we explore the principle
of taking advantage of the existence on various distinguishers.
Our approach is deliberately partitioning-independent. Instead,
we base our attack improvement on the fact that the plurality
of sound distinguishers can be seen as redundant noisy estimates
about the secret to recover. Thus we devise a rank correction
attack methodology to boost the attack’s speed. One interesting
point in our approach is that it is distinguisher agnostic, and that
it works optimally when each unitary distinguishers performs
about the same. Indeed, when one distinguisher is much better
than the others, the proposed collaboration has less impact on the
attack success. We illustrate our methodology on an unprotected
implementation of DES using the first order success rate as a
merit factor.

Index Terms—Side-channel analysis, distinguishers, compari-
son, success rate, rank correction.
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